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Editorial
Dear Readers,
We are pleased to welcome you all to the third issue of the ASHK
Newsletter in 2021!
To begin with, we would like to express our gratitude to all members
for the valuable opinions in the membership survey. We are now
consolidating your input and will be sharing the results with our
members in the coming issue. A review of the survey responses
allowed us to see our members’ desire for a better understanding of
the global actuarial development.
In this issue, we have chosen to bring you an inspiring theme on
“Fun Alternative Insurance”. We are glad to have support from
OneDegree and the Actuaries Institute (IAAust) in sharing with
us articles on pet and sports insurance. We trust you will enjoy
reading something non-pandemic related for a change.
In our Council Update, we are pleased to announce that the first
Honorary Advisory Board Meeting was successfully held in August
and we received valuable input and suggestions on how we might
improve our services. By partnering with the International Actuarial
Association (IAA), ASHK will also be hosting an International
Actuarial Colloquium in Hong Kong on 26-28 April 2022 focusing
on life and pension issues for actuaries from Hong Kong and the
region. We encourage you to submit papers for the Colloquium. It
is also a great opportunity for companies to sponsor the event and
showcase your company branding alongside other industry leaders.
Besides, two more face-to-face events will be organized in the
coming months - ASHK’s Appointed Actuaries Symposium cum
ASHK Examination Certificate Award Ceremony (23 November)
and Annual General Meeting (13 December). We hope all of you can
benefit from these great networking opportunities to forge links with
other fellow actuaries.
Again, our committee is happy to listen to recommendations on both
membership and publications matters. Please feel free to contact me
or ASHK office for any ideas of interest. Having spent the effort in
attempting to improve the newsletter, it is our sincere hope that
everyone will benefit from the enhancement and enjoy reading the
publication. Happy reading!
Best Regards,
Kevin Lee
EDITOR
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Council Updates

Council –

Dicky Lam

International Actuarial Colloquium 2022 and Call-for-Paper

The ASHK is pleased to present to members the International Actuarial Colloquium in 2022, which will be
held in Hong Kong from 26-28 April 2022 in a hybrid format.
The Colloquium is co-sponsored by the ASHK and International Actuarial Association’s Life and
Pensions, Benefits and Social Security Sections. It will be held from 26 to 28 April 2021 (Monday through
Wednesday) at the Kowloon Shangri-la in Hong Kong. The overall theme of the conference, “Global
Pandemic – Beyond the New Normal”, aims to examine lessons learned and explore future options in light
of the pandemic. The effects of the pandemic are pervasive and will impact virtually all aspects on
insurers’ and pension funds’ business models, including regulation, social protection, capital, investments,
risk, products, customers, and distribution.
The Organizing Committee has started recruiting speakers to present at this significant event. If you are
interested to be part of the programme, you are welcome to submit your synopsis by December 2021.

We expect over 300 attendees including insurance executives and senior actuaries from Asia and around
the world. The Colloquium will also be a great opportunity to showcase to an international audience
Hong Kong’s leading insurers and financial services providers and the leading role Hong Kong has played
in fighting the pandemic.
The Colloquium is proudly sponsored by FWD, Swiss Re, HSBC Life, Munich Re and Coherent. More
information on sponsorship opportunity, paper submission and registration can be found here.

EGM and AGM 2021
We are pleased to inform you that an Extraordinary General Meeting (the "EGM") of the Actuarial Society of Hong
Kong (the "ASHK") was held at the office of China Life Insurance (Overseas) Company Limited at 17/F, Tower A,
China Life Centre, One Harbour Gate, 18 Hung Luen Road, Hung Hom, Kowloon, Hong Kong on Friday, 22
October 2021 at 12:00 noon. Members present voted to adopt the revised Articles of Association, Disciplinary
Procedures and Professional Code of Conduct.
The Annual General Meeting 2021 (the “AGM”) of The Actuarial Society of Hong Kong (the “ASHK”) will be held
on 13 December 2021 likely through a hybrid format. More information will be available soon. We encourage
members to attend. Please stay tuned!
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Council Updates

Council –

Dicky Lam

Honorary Advisory Board 1st Meeting
The ASHK is pleased to announce that an Honorary Advisory Board has been formed and the first meeting
was held in late August. The ASHK President, Dicky Lam welcomed all Honourary Advisory Board
members and presented a brief introduction on the ASHK covering its history, its mission and objectives,
governance structure and membership growth. During this meeting,ASHK Immediate Past President, Peter
Duran presented the background to the statutory recognized project and the current proposal. We also
heard suggestions and views from the Advisory Board members and would like to thank them for their
invaluable feedback. The Board will meet twice a year.

Member List of the ASHK Honorary Advisory Board
The Hon KP Chan (Legco member and Chairman of Legco Finance Committee)
The Hon Bernard Chan (Non-official Convenor of the Executive Council)
Prof KC Cheung (Associate Director, BSc(ActuarSc) Programme, HKU)
Prof Jason Yeh (Associate Professor, Department of Finance, CUHK)
Doris Ho (Executive Director, Hospital Authority Provident Fund Scheme and HKRSA representative)
Ellen Leung (Chief Executive Officer, Manulife Provident Funds Trust)
Eric Hui (Chief Executive Officer, Zurich Insurance and HKFI representative)

Garth Jones (Group Chief Financial Officer, AIA Group)
Paul Melody (Head of Actuarial, China and Asia Pacific, KPMG)
Winnie Wong (CEO & Executive Director, Asia Insurance)
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Committee Updates

Actuarial Innovation Committee
– Nora Li
The ASHK Innovation Conference 2021
The ASHK Actuarial Innovation Committee is proud to introduce our very first inaugural ASHK
Innovation Conference 2021, to be held virtually on 11 and 12 November 2021 (Thursday and Friday)
morning. Ms. Annie Choi, JP, Secretary for Innovation and Technology, HKSAR Government will present
the opening keynote speech.
Under the theme “Actuaries Embracing Innovation”, the event consists of two plenary panel discussions –
“The future development of InsurTech (Day 1)” and “The Health and Wellness ecosystem (Dynamic
Pricing and Tailored Solutions) (Day 2)”. We are delighted to have distinguished speakers from Hong
Kong and Asia to speak on a series of hot topics such as big data, health and wellness ecosystem and AI.
Our target audience are local actuaries, insurance executives and actuaries around Asia Pacific.
Registration is now underway and we look forward to meeting you online in November!

Click here to register now

Call for innovation articles
The Committee would also like to take this opportunity to call for any articles/research papers on topics of
interest to members such as big data, cloud computing, data science, or something relevant to InsurTech or
innovation. These selected articles will be published in the quarterly ASHK Newsletters.
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Membership and Communications Committee
– Kevin Lee
Membership Renewal 2021

The membership renewal notice for the financial year 2021/2022 had been circulated to all members in
late September 2021. Please return your signed Compulsory Declaration on personal data collection and
usage, CPD Declaration Form (if applicable) as well as your updated Membership Information, together
with the Subscription Payment, to ASHK office. You are encouraged to settle the subscription no later
than 31 October 2021 in order to avoid the surcharge that will be imposed on late submissions between
1 November and 30 November 2021.
As the professional organization established by and for members in Hong Kong, ASHK is pleased to
offer a discounted rate (an 80% reduction from the membership subscription) to members who have
attained the age of 65 or above and are no longer in full-time employment. For enquiries on membership
renewal or discounted rate applications, please contact ASHK Office at info@actuaries.org.hk.
Click here to renew online now

Membership Survey 2021
As part of our strategic plan to map out the
future path for the ASHK, the Council has
decided to undertake a survey of members.
We have started receiving the survey feedback
from some of our members.

The survey is designed for the Council to get a
better understanding of members’ interests and
for members to provide feedback on ASHK
membership services and activities. To help us
tailor our activities and programmes to suit
your needs, please share with us your thoughts
by completing this Membership Survey by 17 December 2021.
Start survey now
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Curriculum Exam Taskforce &
Professional Development Committee – Patrick Au
ASHK Examination 2021 – Development and Pass List
In 2021, there were 38 candidates for the ASHK Examination, an improvement over 27 candidates in
2020. More and more insurance/reinsurance companies, such as Munich Re, Gen Re, Manulife, are adding
“FASHK or ASHK Examination preferred” as one of their recruitment criteria in their actuarial related job
vacancy. The statistics reflects that the examination is gaining traction in the actuarial profession.
According to our candidate survey, 93% of the 2021 candidates thought the topics in the study guide are
relevant to practicing actuaries in Hong Kong. Nearly 90% was clear what they need to study for in the
syllabus and study guide. The average preparation time of the 2021 Examination was reported as 40-60
hours.
There were TWO key motivations for them to take the test:
1. To learn further regarding Hong Kong insurance environment
2. To obtain a more professional qualification and the ASHK Fellowship
The 2021 exam results have been released to all registered candidates on 24 September. The passing rate
this year is approximately 60%. The names of the candidates who passed are as follows.
Core Paper
Chin Wing, Wong Nga Lai, Lam Alan Ching Yin,
Chan Chi Lok Max, Chan Pak Hop, Chon Sin Yi,
Wu Bo, Chen Yingqiu, Lau Wing To, Saraf Abhishek,
Cheung Chun Ho Keith, Francis Kehoe, Donat Piras,
Chen Siyu, Ching Ing Tai, Leung Bing Yi,
Ignatius Alvin Wijaya

Life Paper
Wong Nga Lai, Lam Alan Ching Yin, Zhou Rui, Lai Pui Yi,
Chan Pak Hop, Chon Sin Yi, Ma Yi Tung, Chan Tsz Ching,
Leung Kam, Saraf Abhishek, Donat Piras, Chen Siyu,
Ching Ing Tai

ASHK Examination Certificate Award Ceremony
We offer congratulations to all those candidates who have
passed both papers and wish them the best of luck in their
next step towards achieving the FASHK designation! In
fact, the ASHK Examination has been launched since
2019 with four exams in total and over 60 candidates
enrolled. We hope to take this opportunity to formally
recognize the achievements of our passing candidates.
The ASHK Council has great pleasure in inviting all
candidates who have passed both papers to attend the first ASHK Examination Certificate Award
Ceremony at the Appointed Actuaries Symposium on 23 November 2021 (Tuesday). The ceremony will be
held at the Harbour Grand Hong Kong.
They will be awarded with a Certificate in Hong Kong Insurance Markets and Regulations (Life
Insurance / General Insurance) issued by the ASHK. They shall be eligible to become a Fellow member
of the Actuarial Society of Hong Kong upon Council’s approval of their application.
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Actuaries 4.0 Webinar
Regulatory changes such as IFRS17 and HK RBC have been driving the evolvement of our roles as
actuaries. In addition to learning the new methods, we also need to learn about new technology. The ASHK
Professional Development Committee is proud to invite Mr. Simon Dai, Partner, Deloitte, to present on 15
October 2021 by looking back into the history of our profession, assessing how technology changed the
roles of actuaries and how actuaries can equip ourselves to stay relevant. Over 60 participants joined this
lunch session with an interactive discussion. It was well received by our delegates.

Financial Reporting Committee
– Steve Cheung
IFRS Seminar 2021
The ASHK IFRS Seminar on 15-16 September 2021 recorded an
exceptional turnout with more than 100 participants since the last
seminar in 2018. The participants were able to learn about the impact
of the changes with a goal to help actuaries and industry stakeholders
understand how they will be affected and key considerations and
decisions to be taken. It helped entities plan more effectively by
highlighting where new processes and systems or more guidance may
be needed. Without doubt, IFRS 17 is highly complex and affects
almost every aspect of insurance business.
Through a mix of lectures and interactive workshops, the speakers and
panellists covered the changes in the latest IFRS 17 standard (June
2020), accounting options, key implementation issues or challenges,
emerging market practice and case studies on Hong Kong products.
The preliminary feedback from seminar participants has been very positive. Given the Prevention and
Control of Disease Regulations in Hong Kong, unfortunately, no food and beverage was allowed at the
venue. The Committee would absolutely make refreshment service available in our next event once the
regulations are relaxed. We appreciate everyone’s patience and understanding in this respect.
Last but not the least, the ASHK very much appreciates sponsorships from RGA, Society of Actuaries,
Milliman and Conning for this seminar. More photos can be found on the event highlight session of this
newsletter.
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Life Committee
– Foong Sai-cheong and Alexander Wong
Appointed Actuaries Symposium
Since the last symposium in 2018, we will be organising an Appointed Actuaries Symposium on 23
November 2021 at the Harbour Grand Hong Kong. The Symposium theme this year is “Actuaries
Navigating a Changing World” and will feature topics such as IFRS, RBC, ESG, InsurTech, Low Interest
Rate Environment, etc. We believe this Symposium will be as interesting and useful as the previous
Symposiums and will foster greater professional exchange of current concerns and issues among
Appointed Actuaries and senior actuaries in Hong Kong. We look forward to seeing you there.

Professional Matters Committee
– Rockson Leung
Following a member consultation on the revised Professional Conduct Code where a section on social
media guidance was added, the Council has formally adopted the revised Professional Conduct Code. In
line with this, the theme for the Professionalism Seminar scheduled on 28 October will be on social media
featuring a case study from the Institute and Faculty of Actuaries.

Strategy & Statutory Path Committee
– Simon Lam & Peter Duran
The PS1 Working Group will carry out a benchmarking exercise of the guidance provided by other
actuarial bodies for statutory roles. It is hoped that a revised draft PS1 would be ready by Q4 of next year
for a member consultation and adoption at an EGM.
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As some of you may have spotted the adorable
OneDegree insurance advertisement on the streets
sometime this year, you may wonder where this
company is from and what do they do.
OneDegree was established in 2016 to accelerate
technological innovations in the insurance industry
and to make insurance more accessible to everyone.
Its subsidiary OneDegree Hong Kong received a
virtual insurer licence from the Hong Kong
Insurance Authority in April 2020. It has a multiline digital insurance business that offers protection

for pet, e-commerce, and home for individuals and
businesses. The other subsidiary, OneDegree
Global, is a provider of modern insurance
technology solutions, which have been well-received
in the industry and are adopted by leading
insurers in Asia seeking to accelerate digital
transformation.
We had a chat with one of the Co-founders, Alvin
Kwock to understand further on how they found the
underserved market and what they do to reach
product-market fit.

InsurTech:
Unlocking Opportunities to Penetrate
Underserved Market
Interviewee: Alvin Kwock, Founder of OneDegree
Interviewed by ASHK Communications Committee
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The Pet Ocean
OneDegree is a full-stack TechInsurer that built our
own digital platform from scratch to support the
entire insurance process. We leverage our
proprietary technology to drive product innovation
and increase the efficiency of insurance operations,
delivering enhanced digital experience and value
that match today’s customer needs and expectation.
We are coming into this space afresh, with the
singular focus of harnessing technology to transform
insurance and deliver the best value for customers.
We are not held back by the same challenges larger
insurers face, and we can leverage on technological
innovation to enhance efficiency, product features,
and drastically improve user experience. We are not
lacking in insurance knowledge either – our diverse
team includes industry experts who joined us after
many years at well-known insurance institutions.
We create value for customers by responding
quickly to feedback and adjusting our product
features accordingly.
Taking our pioneer insurance product Pawfect Care
as an example, most pet insurance offerings in the
market exclude certain breeds and older pets,
leaving a large population of pets uninsurable. Our
Pawfect Care pet insurance covers all breeds. When
it comes to ease of use, we aim to deliver user
experience that is 10 times better than what is
available on the market. Through automation, pet
owners can purchase coverage easily online,
completing the process in 3 minutes.
Since we launched our pet insurance product, we
have seen policy sales grow exponentially. But our
team has kept busy, accruing user insights and
looking at how we can provide a more useful
product for pet parents. As a result, we introduced a
number of first-in-market features that has helped
drive business growth. Here, I’ll share a bit about
our process.
When we were in the early stages of designing
Pawfect Care, we spent a lot of time communicating
with pet owners about their needs. The majority of
our user research participants were not even aware
of the availability of pet insurance in Hong Kong,
but half of them expressed interest if there is an
option at the right price and coverage. The existing
market was small and only had a few players, so
there was not much secondary research for us to
plug into either. We launched Pawfect Care based

on our user findings and what we thought would
appeal to pet owners.
Within 2 months, we received more than 10,000
quotation requests through our website, and many
enquiries from interested pet owners through email
and social media channels. The substantial amount
of feedback not only showed us that we correctly
identified an underserved segment hungry for a
product, it also helped us generate valuable user
insights.
In our first round of significant product
enhancements, we raised the enrolment age limit to
11 years old, making Pawfect Care the only pet
insurance in town to accept senior pets over 8.
Policyholders previously were limited to vets that
belonged to our partner network, but through
feedback, we learned that convenience and
familiarity were more important factors for many pet
owners. In response, we revamped our claims
process to cover all registered vets. We were pleased
to see conversion rates improving after the feature
upgrades. Though, when we took a closer look at the
data, we noticed that only 20% of Pawfect Care
policies issued were for cats. This observation paved
the way for another iteration. Cat-to-dog ownership
in Hong Kong is about 5:5, so why were cat owners
less inclined to insure their pets? Our team came to
the conclusion that the microchip requirement for
enrolment may be preventing some cat owners from
purchasing coverage. Unlike dogs, many domestic
cats in Hong Kong are not chipped as it is not
required by law. In our second round of

Alvin Kwock, Founder of OneDegree
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enhancements, we became Hong Kong’s first pet
insurer to accept cats without microchips. Since, we
have achieved 10 times increase in daily volume in
insurance sales for cats. As of today, we have issued
more than 10,000 pet policies already.

keep an open mind and explore opportunities
together with other industry players, even crosssector collaboration, we are positive and we can
really transform the way people think about
insurance.

During the product iteration process, we have grown
and learned valuable lessons. They include:

What is Next?

•

•

Turn data into actionable insights – Raw data is
just numbers, but when you can identify trends
and make interesting observations from it, data
becomes a valuable resource. It helped us make
some hypotheses, which we were then able to
test and use to refine our product, ultimately
leading to better business performance.
Iterate, release and validate – A shorter time
period between iterations gives us more
opportunities to engage with our customers and
receive more feedback.

The Growth Hack
We have made good progress in just one segment –
can we really compete with incumbents in other
areas? We believe a better approach is to work
collectively together.
Hong Kong’s insurance sector has been dominated
by industry giants over the years. They have
competitive advantages in brand equity, data, and
marketing
resources.
But
as
traditional
organizations, they also face hurdles such as
complicated processes, legacy systems, and high
costs associated with digital transformation.

We have just raised US$28M from a Series B1
funding round in this summer, which is a huge step
towards our goal of becoming the next-generation
InsurTech leader in Asia.
We’ve worked hard to become a full-stack
TechInsurer, and to leverage our proprietary
technology to drive product innovation and provide
seamless insurance experience to customers. We’ve
also helped leading global insurers across Asia to
digitalise securely, and have enabled them to
enhance operation agility and quicken new product
time-to-market.
But we’re not done. In fact, we’re just getting
started:
•

We will invest further in new technology,
production development and expansion across
both B2C and B2B segments

•

In the next 12 months, we plan to double the size
of our team to complement our expansion in
Asia. We will also deepen our strategic
partnerships in Asia Pacific and Europe

We will keep you posted on our next move. Stay
Tuned!

While
traditional
insurance
companies
have competitive advantages in brand equity,
data, and marketing resources, they also
face hurdles such as complicated processes, legacy
systems, and high costs associated with digital
transformation. Therefore, we help them create more
value for their customers using our advantages. And
we are doing just that – we recently developed a
modern core insurance system that other insurers
and providers can use to streamline their operations
and deliver better user experiences. This is a winwin situation because our partner’s success is also
ours.
We believe collaboration is crucial to unlocking the
next stage of growth in the insurance sector. If we
Volume 3/2021 | Hong Kong Actuaries | (Page 13)
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Ask An Actuary:
How Costly Is A Footballer’s Injury?
Professional footballers are assets worth millions in
an industry worth billions – but what happens when
an asset breaks down? Whatever their market value,
footballers inhabit fragile, human bodies. Injuries
are as costly as they are common, so it’s vital that a
player’s employers know how to cover their losses,
which is why football clubs sign up actuaries as well
as star strikers.
“An insurance policy is likely to cover medical costs
and loss of earnings,” explains Sally Calder, an
actuary with nearly 20 years’ experience in
professional education. “Medical costs will cover
treatment but also any rehabilitation. Plus, if the
player is out of action following the injury, there’ll
be a loss of earnings for the club, and if they have to
bring in another player, while still paying the injured
player, then there’ll be costs associated with that,
too.”
Injuries are an expensive affair. That’s why football
clubs – the sensible ones, at least – take precautions.
“Insurers may exclude certain conditions and
injuries from their policies,” says Sally. “If a player
has a history of injury to his left knee, which has left
him with a weakness, the insurer might exclude
injuries to that player’s left knee. They may also
specify requirements for players to maintain their
fitness in order for the insurance policy to be valid.”

However, it isn’t necessarily as easy as identifying
the Achilles’ heel in a player, literally or otherwise.
Past evidence must be assessed, data logged,
numbers crunched.
“The insurer will want to consider how likely an
injury is,” Sally explains. “They would increase the
premium for a player with a history of multiple
injuries, but looking forward, they might consider
the player’s position on the pitch, their role, even
their reputation. An overly assertive player may be
involved in more clashes, increasing the chances of
injury. An insurer might consider how many times
the player has been booked by a referee.”
Working with the insurer, an actuary will examine
many metrics to calculate risk level. Sonal Shah
adds more factors to those already mentioned,
including opposition, time spent on the pitch and
even the pre-match warm-up routine.
“Risk and cost would vary from footballer to
footballer,” says Sonal. “An actuary would analyse
the relevant data and use their judgement to project
risk and cost, looking at data such as wages, ticket
sales and the price of medical care.
“Each injury is different.”

Originally published on the Institute and Faculty of
Actuaries Blog, July 2021, https://blog.actuaries.org.uk/
blog/ask-actuary-how-costly-footballers-injury
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The Olympics by numbers – for people who
love data and sports (but mainly data)
By EAN CHAN and GRANT LIAN
Original article was published on the Actuaries Digital by Actuaries Institute Australia on 30 July 2021, https://
www.actuaries.digital/2021/07/30/the-olympics-by-numbers-for-people-who-love-data-and-sports-but-mainly-data/

Has the non-stop Olympics coverage left you
asking yourself…
•

“Which Olympic sport do I have the body
for?”

•

“What will Olympians look like in 2050?”

•

“How many sports are in the Pentathlon?”

•

“Could I predict the Tokyo Olympics
medal tally results using only CO2
emissions, foreign aid contributions
and tractors?!?”

To answer our questions, we’re going to start by
digging through a Kaggle dataset of Olympic
athletes. It contains 120 years of Olympic history,
including medals and Olympic cities, but most
interesting to me is the 60 years’ worth of height,
weight and age data within. Let’s see what answers
we can glean from it!

So you want to be an Olympian…
Olympians come in all a few shapes and sizes.
Maybe there’s a sport out there that’s right for you!

Well look no further – all these questions and
more are answered within!
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FIGURE 1: AVERAGE HEIGHT AND WEIGHT OF OLYMPIANS BY SPORT).

It appears that Olympic competition remains an
option for a broader range of male physiques than
female.
Let’s combine weight and height together and then
account for age as well, to give us a better view of

differences between Olympians in each sport.
Conveniently, we can get a rough idea of body type
using the BMI formula (weight in kilograms divided
by height in metres squared).

FIGURE 2: AVERAGE BMI AND AGE OF OLYMPIANS BY SPORT.
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Wow some Olympians are young. I knew about
Gymnastics, but swimming? Oh well, maybe there’s
still time to learn how to ride a horse.
The average BMI of Australians is also shown in
Figure 2. It looks like we might be a country of
aspiring weightlifters!

By 2050, it looks like the average Olympian will be
a giant. At least average age is also going up, so
there may still be time for some of us to get our
skates on (literally!).
But why don’t we plot these all together? And as
different sports? As it changes through time?

The pursuit of faster, higher, stronger…
Together with winning gold medals, beating records
is at the front of every athlete’s mind. And every
Olympics, new world and Olympic records are
broken across every sport. How is it that humans can
keep running faster, jumping higher and pushing
stronger? Some of this must be due to advances in
equipment and techniques. But have there been
advances in Olympic human bodies as well?

FIGURE 3: TREND LINES AND DISTRIBUTIONS OF OLYMPIAN HEIGHT, WEIGHT, AGE OVER TIME – EVERYTHING ON THE RISE!
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https://www.actuaries.digital/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/FIG5.gif
FIGURE 4: AVERAGE HEIGHT, WEIGHT AND AGE OF OLYMPIANS BY SPORT OVER TIME!

Ahhh, that’s why. As usual, we are limited by the
number of dimensions perceivable by humans. Let’s
be content with our two favourite spatial dimensions
and enjoy some aesthetic animations of the Olympic
physique over the years.

Physique trends – Athletics
•

•
•
•

Track – long distance (>=15000m): diverging
from the sprinters, staying light is crucial
Field – throwing (javelin, discus, shot put,
hammer throw): bigger athletes throw further
Field – jumping (high jump, long jump, pole
vault …): taller and lighter = higher and further

Track – short/mid distance (<=800m): taller
and a little heavier for sprinting

https://www.actuaries.digital/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/FIG6.gif
FIGURE 5: OLYMPIC BODY TYPES ARE OPTIMISING FOR EACH SPORT OVER TIME.
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https://www.actuaries.digital/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/FIG7.gif
FIGURE 6: ACROSS ALL BALL SPORTS, HEIGHT IS MIGHT.

Physique trends – Team ball sports

Physique trends – Speed sports

Shooting, blocking, dunking, spiking, heading… the
extra height gives you the high ground advantage.
It’s unsurprising that as the general population gets
taller, the tallest among us end up qualifying for the
Olympics.

It’s a race to the top for our speed sport Olympians.
It’s even more clear when the medal winners are
separated from the other athlete:

https://www.actuaries.digital/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/FIG8.gif
FIGURE 7: NON-RUNNING RACERS NEED TO WORRY LESS ABOUT WEIGHT AND SO THEY KEEP GETTING
TALLER AND TALLER.
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Medal winners vs the rest – Speed sports

https://www.actuaries.digital/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/FIG9.gif
FIGURE 8: MEDAL WINNERS ARE THE BIGGEST.

We can see that body type seems to matter a lot for
winning in speed sports. The medal winners are the
biggest, and over time, all the other competitors
need to catch up to compete.

POLYmpic athletes…
Of all athletes at the Olympics since 1960, over a quarter
have competed in more than one event.

FIGURE 9: PROPORTIONS OF MULTI-EVENT ATHLETES USING TREEMAPS BECAUSE I HATE PIE CHARTS.
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It’s unsurprising to see that the greatest proportion
of multi-event athletes are in the sports with many
events (like Athletics and Swimming).
What might be more surprising is that there are a
select
few
athletes
who
compete
in
multiple sports! Here is how 0.09% of Olympic
athletes competed in multiple different sports:

In doing this analysis I also stumbled across the
legendary Olympian Sheila Taormina from the US.
She represented the US in three different sports over
four different Olympics!

FIGURE 10: NETWORK DIAGRAM OF ATHLETES TOO TALENTED TO BE CONTAINED BY A SINGLE SPORT

In this network diagram, each red number indicates
the count of athletes who competed in each of the
sports connected by the black line. The stronger this
connection, the thicker the line. Technically,
swimming, water polo and diving are all disciplines
of the same sport of ‘aquatics’… But the graph
looks more interesting with these separate!
Just by looking at this graph, you might be able to
guess the bizarre combination of disciplines which
go into the ‘modern pentathlon’ even if you’ve never
watched it before!

•

Atlanta, 1996: Swimming (winning Gold in
the 4x200m Freestyle Relay)

•

Sydney, 2000: Triathlon

•

Athens, 2004: Triathlon

•

Beijing, 2008: Modern Pentathlon

She just couldn’t stop adding more sports! To
celebrate her achievements, I have included her in
the graph exactly where she would’ve wanted.
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Reading tea leaves for Tokyo…

•

205 countries:

You might see a lot of people creating Tokyo
Olympics medal predictions based on previous
medal counts, number of athletes sent and even…
knowledge of sports!? But today we’re going to
have a go using only World Development Indicators
(WDI) for each Olympic country. And not just the
easy ones like GDP, population or life expectancy…
we’re going to use indicators like cereal yield per
hectare, proportion of seats held by women in
national parliaments and road traffic mortalities per
100,000 people.

•

16 Olympic years (1960-2020);

•

one row per country/year combination (~205 x
16 rows because of some historical nonparticipations and non-existent countries);

•

a medal count
combination; and

•

data for 274 socio-economic indicators.

First step is prepping the data… And after some
simple matching, lazy cleaning and flashy pivoting,
our data includes:

for

each

country/year

Personally, I think including country as a variable
would make this too easy, so let’s drop country from
being a predictor – and year while we’re at it. And
now a first look at some correlates to medal count:

FIGURE 11: PEARSON CORRELATION OF WORLD WDI INDICATORS TO MEDAL COUNT.
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While I appreciate the World Bank is extremely
thorough in its tracking of variables, for our
purposes many of these indicators are measuring
essentially the same thing. When modelling,
multicollinearity can make model interpretation
more difficult, so it’s often a good idea to remove
variables that are highly correlated with each other
(debateable). In any case, my aim is to use the
fewest, strangest variables as possible so let’s
overzealously strip out 163 predictor variables with
over 0.6 correlation to each other.

I feel that any serious feature engineering goes
against the spirit of this challenge, so let’s just throw
everything into a gradient boosting machine (GBM)
and see what happens.

FIGURE 12: FIGURE 11 BUT LESS.

This chart is also zoomed out so we can see more of
how these variables change over time :

https://www.actuaries.digital/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/figure_14-compressed.gif
FIGURE 13: FIGURE 12 BUT MOVING.
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Variable importance plots are one of the most useful
tools for interpreting GBM models. The variable
importance represents the relative influence of each
predictor and relates to the reduction in squared
error given that predictor’s inclusion in the model.
Looking at the plot, it seems that the top three
variables are doing most of the heavy lifting. I think
we’ve found the perfect variables for prediction!
Let’s build a new GBM with:
•

annual CO2 emissions

•

official
development
assistance
contribution to developing countries

•

number of tractors

I’ve been using grid searches for hyperparameter
tuning with selection criteria as mean squared error
of the combined cross validations (folds based on
Olympic year). This method optimises a model for
predicting the medal tally given data from every
other year. One could make an argument that we
should set the model validation to train only on data
from years prior to each target. But you don’t care
about that, let’s see the predictions!

(ODA)

Here is what the final stats of our model look like:

FIGURE 15: IMPORTANT MODEL METRICS THAT MEAN NOTHING WITHOUT CONTEXT.

FIGURE 16: GBM PREDICTIONS ALONGSIDE SOME METHODS THAT USE PREVIOUS MEDAL COUNTS
(BASICALLY CHEATING).
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When you weren’t looking, I also produced the
predictions for GBMs with the other two sets of
variables (the full set of World Bank WDIs and the
remaining WDIs after stripping out variables for
multicollinearity). At least for these top 10 countries
(by GBM prediction), the medal estimates look
reasonable.
We seem to have captured the general growth of
medals in most of these top countries (as compared
to historical averages) which is a good sign! The
model has also identified a reduction in Russian
(RUS, but at Tokyo ‘ROC’) medals since the fall of
the USSR and something similar for Germany
(DEU) that could be related to the historical impact
of the East/West split. Unfortunately, it looks like
the model has completely missed mark on India
(IND), but we’ll just have to wait and see!
In a few weeks, we’re getting the YDAWG
Analytica team together for a post-Olympics article.
I’ve locked in a full list of my predictions for every
country and in that article I’ll include a prediction
evaluation and debrief.
Thanks for coming on this data journey with us!
Enjoy the rest of the Olympics (we hear the sport
can be entertaining too).

Ean Chan
Ean Chan is a manager in the Life Insurance Team at EY. He has
previously been involved with the Life Insurance and Data
Analytics Working Group and has a keen interest in data
analytics and new analytical techniques.

Grant Lian
Grant is a manager in the General Insurance Team at EY. He is
passionate about applying data analytics and visualisation
techniques to real world problems, both within work to deliver
actionable insights tailored to clients’ needs, and outside of work
on topical issues such as visualising the COVID trends and
hotspots with a live RShiny dashboard.
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Making a positive contribution to the
health and wellbeing of Ghanaians
By BARRY LEUNG
Original article was published on the Actuaries Digital by Actuaries Institute Australia on 8 September 2021, https://
www.actuaries.digital/2021/09/08/making-a-positive-contribution-to-the-health-and-wellbeing-of-ghanaians/

I was fortunate to be awarded the ILO Impact
Insurance Fellowship in late-2020, to assist the
National Health Insurance Authority in Ghana on
financial projection and analytical capacity building.
Last month, the Actuaries Institute invited me to
present at a Virtual Insights session, where I advised
how actuaries can help developing countries on
social health insurance.
The National Health Insurance Scheme (NHIS) in
Ghana was established in 2003. It aims to provide
access to quality health services and medicines for
all, but especially the most vulnerable. The National
Health Insurance Authority (NHIA) governs and
administers the scheme. The NHIS is open to all
residents in the informal sector and exempt groups
like persons aged 70 and above, pregnant women
and children under 18. Around 50% of the Ghana
population are currently members of the NHIS.
The majority of the scheme funding comes from a
2.5% levy on goods and services. The NHIS covers

services and medicines for 95% of all diseases
under its current benefit package. Members pay no
out of pocket fees for treatment provided at facilities
credentialled by the NHIA.
Every country has it own challenges in health
financing and care delivery. For the NHIS, they
come from both its current operations and
attainment of universal health coverage.
Like other social health insurance schemes in
developing countries, the NHIS faces the prospect
of high health cost inflation and increasing
utilisation. Growth in government funding is not
comparable to the expected cost inflation which
hurts its future financial condition. In the past,
patchy government cash injection led to delayed
payment of invoices of health services rendered.
Inappropriate charging from some health providers
adversely affects member experience which leads to
erosion of trust.
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In 2015, all UN member states adopted the 2030
agenda for sustainable development, underpinned by
17 goals. Universal Health Coverage is one of the
targets under Goal 3 – Good Health and
Wellbeing. In simple terms, Universal Health
Coverage means all people have access to the health
services, medicines and vaccines they need, when
and where they need them, without financial
hardship.

granted in Australia, like reliable supply of
electricity, can be scarce in Ghana. The most
rewarding aspect though is the impact and the
people. I will always remember their warmth,
willingness to learn, gratitude and respect. I know I
have made a positive contribution to the NHIS and
left a good impression of the ILO Impact Insurance
Fellowship program.

For the Ministry of Health and the NHIA, attainment
of Universal Health Coverage by 2030 translates to:
•

Gradually increasing the proportion
population covered by the NHIS; and

of

•

Expanding the benefit package so all health
services and medicines deemed essential are
covered.

Achieving these targets in a sustainable, equitable
and patient-centric way is important to the NHIS’
ongoing success.
The Government of Ghana and the NHIA have been
actively dealing with these challenges and my
Fellowship contributed to that effort. One of my key
focus areas was financial projection, modelling, and
building internal analytical capacity at the NHIA. A
robust projection model can help assess financial
sustainability of the current form of NHIS, and its
capacity to absorb new members and expand
benefits covered. The model is also a risk
management tool allowing the NHIA to test the
scheme’s resilience under different scenarios.
Furthermore, the projection stimulates discussion
and assessment of strategic options to balance
financial sustainability and attainment of universal
health coverage. I believe the business acumen,
professionalism and communication skills of being
an actuary has positively contributed to my success
at the NHIA.

Barry Leung
Barry is an ILO Impact Insurance Fellow and an experienced
actuary who have worked in health insurance for over 20 years. He
has worked in various roles at Defence Health, Medibank and HCF
across various domains including strategy development, actuarial
services, management of benefits outlay, and program management.
He is a Fellow of the Actuaries Institute and has a CERA
qualification.

Inclusive insurance and social health insurance may
be new to actuaries in Australia, but working in this
field can be very rewarding. Professionally, this
Fellowship has taught me a lot about healthcare in
developing countries, new open-source health
financing tools, how different work cultures operate,
and numerous networking opportunities. Personally,
it is a good reality check – a lot of things we take for
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Premium Financing - the broader spectrum
By Rahul Khandelwal
Background
The use of external financing facilities to purchase
life insurance policy is prevalent in insurance
industry. Premium financing is an insurance funding
arrangement that allows potential customers to fund
their life insurance premium(s) to buy insurance
coverage of a bigger eligible amount but with
smaller liquid cash in hand. In this arrangement, the
potential customer borrows the fund from the lender,
usually the substantial part of their life insurance
premium(s), to buy a life insurance policy. This
premium financed life insurance policies are single
or limited premium type contract. The single
premium type of contracts is generally popular for
the high-net-worth individuals for their future
financial planning without liquidating their higher
return yielding existing investments. These are
instances where existing assets of the potential
customer are pledged as the collateral to generate
additional liquidity needed to purchase a higher

eligible insurance coverage. In other cases, the
lender of such insurance funding arrangements is
made as the assignee of the policy benefits and
thereby the policy acts as the collateral toward the
loan used to pay the premium(s). The customers
utilizing this arrangement to fulfil their insurance
coverage and financial planning would have to make
loan repayments with interest as per the agreed
terms and conditions with the lenders. Premium
financing arrangements are popular as the prevailing
interest rates on loans are lower than the expected
long term returns from life insurance policies.
There also exist concepts of Policy Financing that
allows customers to pledge their insurance policy as
collateral to improve their financial situation,
manage their personal expenses or investments after
purchasing the life insurance policy. Here, it is
slightly different from premium financing as the
policy is placed as collateral at later stage and not at
the time of policy purchase.

In this diagram the premium amount P is made up of the premium financed amount X from the lender that needs
to repay to the lender and smaller in hand liquid cash L from the customer. As the policy is assigned to the
lender, the lender is expected to receive the policy proceeds first and any residual amount after deducting the
outstanding loan is settled between lender and the customer.
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Key risks to the customers

Premium finance data and actuarial study

As it can be seen from the visuals above, this
arrangement not only offers liquidity for purchasing
a life insurance policy but also introduces various
risks to the protection of policyholder benefits and
the expected outcome from that policy. Some of the
key risks are:

While the regulatory authorities have initiated a
good review of practices involving premium
financing policies, we’ll explore further aspects in
the areas of actuarial related tasks including
valuation of insurance liabilities, especially in the
context of upcoming reporting requirements. The
consideration of such details is likely to strengthen
the policyholder protection and outcome from their
life insurance policy. This study will be more
significant and relevant in the context of new-age
insure tech and fin tech platforms coming together to
offer such bundled products, within the BFSI
industry.

•

insufficient liquidity from the disposable income
to timely service the repayment of the loan

•

The terms and conditions of such loan
arrangements such as the lending rate (floating
vs fixed), the ability of the lender to demand
earlier loan closure

•

Customers may be forced to borrow further to
service their current standing loan with the first
lender, thereby creating a debt trap

•

re-evaluation of the collateral when expected life
insurance benefits cannot beat the cost of the
loan

•

Additional liquidity to reduce loan balance or
further collateral in case the lender demands,
given the changes in financial position of the life
insurance companies

Regulatory Awareness and Guidance
The Insurance Authority of Hong Kong and the
Hong Kong Monetary Authority conducted a joint
inspection exercise in late 2020 to cover areas such
as “suitability and affordability assessment”,
“distribution and selling process”, “disclosure of risk
and other important matters” and “processing of
policy services such as assignment and maturity”
under Premium Financing Life Insurance Policies.
The details have been made available to the public
through a circular dated 30th September 2021 which
shares the key observations of the Authorities and
provides guidance to the Insurers to improve
customer awareness, protection, and outcome.

1

In day-to-day actuarial work, awareness can be
enhanced not only by looking at how such premium
financed policies are marketed but also with the
correlated effect of the same on the policyholders’
behaviour.
In projection of actuarial liabilities, among many
actuarial assumptions, one of the key is related to
expected policy surrenders that allow the insurer to
manage appropriate liquidity from time to time to
honour the life insurance claims. Through
appropriate liquidity and active asset liability
management insurers ensure that the return on the
assets is not depressed, thereby the expected benefits
to policyholders are not hurt and the return
generated on the assets are reasonable to the
policyholder’s expectation. Therefore, this surrender
assumption should be determined not only using
historical experience data but also with an eye on
overall market outlook in terms of asset return and
lending rates. That would be important to make this
assumption further robust for premium financed
policies.
Premium financing arrangements are not more than
a decade old in Hong Kong, and their share in New
Business is likely to go higher up. Recent media
news1 states that a Midland Financial survey
indicated 45 percent of the respondents were willing
to grow assets by investing showed interest in
“premium financing”. This further strengthens the
need to study the premium-financed policy
behaviour separately from non-premium financed
policies. This would mean that for example, the
surrender rates that currently vary by distribution
channel can further vary by existence of premium
financing arrangements.

https://www.chinadailyhk.com/article/232122#Poll:-Nearly-50%25-of-HK-people-drawn-to-'premium-financing'
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Therefore, the recent surrender reason statistics
should be studied carefully to identify any uptick in
surrenders due to such premium financing
arrangements where the surrenders could have been
triggered say, due to increase in lending rate. If the
lending rate is higher, it increases liquidity needs
from customer to service the loan using their
remaining disposable income and it can force
surrender of the policy by the lenders in cases where
loans are not serviced timely. Other existing loans
would make this problem even worse for customers.
This element of the surrender is completely driven
by the interaction amongst the lending rate,
customer liquidity and the return generated from the
insurance policies. Imbalances in these parameters
can trigger unexpected surrenders from time to time
and therefore building a reasonable expectation in
the actuarial assumptions using recent trend would
be important. This will help in managing appropriate
liquidity from time to time, especially during the
verge of a liquidity crisis.
In addition to this, if dynamic lapse assumption
assumed in projection of liabilities where the
interaction is generally built around the policy
benefits to the market performance, it can be
explored further towards dynamic surrender
triggered by the existence of premium financing.
This would require additional data such as
customers updated liquid assets, recent disposable
incomes and other loans if any. Additional cost may
be incurred to validate such data and it should be
priced in accordingly.
Another area where such information will be useful
is to enhance the insurers own liquidity risk

assessment exercise. For example, if the lending rate
is consistently higher and that leads to outstanding
loan being higher than the policy benefits the lender
will seek additional money to close the gap and it
can aggravate the liquidity pressure on the customer
and thereby force to surrender. Based on the
insurers overall insurance portfolio, specific
techniques can be devised to address if the increase
in recent lending rates can lead to an additional
surrender different than that assumed within the best
estimate assumption setting process. This will also
help to keep liquid assets at an optimum level
commensurate to the life insurance portfolio without
realising the losses from forced liquidation of assets
during an unfavourable market condition. This may
help in better management of long term overall
expected return from invested assets.
Interestingly, such data can also be useful for
various predictive analytics such as to identify
concentration of the policyholders premium
financed loan to a particular lender(s) and thereby
predict if the lending rate of this lender(s) can be
higher from other peers that can trigger large policy
surrenders. Once identified the insurer can keep a
close eye on this lender. Suppose a lender has
accumulated large amount of subordinated debt and
is suffering from liquidity crisis, it may increase the
lending rate as a mitigation action to increase their
revenue to meet their short-term liquidity needs.
This can prompt early surrender of the life insurance
policy or even it can terminate the policy without the
knowledge of the life assured. Therefore, keeping
this information on the identified lenders in sight
can help the insurers to manage its business well.
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One of the other areas where this information can be
embedded is projection of such premium finance
loan balances in the policy model office and
comparing the value of the loan at the future timepoint with the policy values. The gap between
projected loan balances and the policy values can be
the trigger to suggest appropriate proactive action to
the benefit of the customers such as additional
premium payment so that the expected gap between
the loan and the policy benefits are manageable.
It is also important to see how this aspect of the
premium financing can be brought into the picture
while pricing a life insurance contract. The
challenge is that it is an activity happening outside
of the policy projection. While one way to address
this issue would be to amend the assumption to
reflect some unexpected surrenders triggered by
such facilities, the alternative would be to enhance
policy offerings by introducing -suitable flexibilities
in the product.

Premium finance - Valuation of liabilities
International Financial Reporting Standard 17 (“IFRS 17”)

IFRS 17 requires insurers to measure (re) insurance
contracts at initial as well as subsequent time points.
It sets out the principles in determining such
measurement and thereby producing appropriate
financial statements. One of the key components of
measurement of liabilities is the discount rates to be
used for determining the time value of the liability
and investment component cashflows.
IFRS 17.36 states that the discount rates shall: (a)
reflect the time value of money, the characteristics
of the cash flows and the liquidity characteristics of
the insurance contracts. IFRS 17.B74 provides
further guidance with respect to cash flows that vary
based on the returns on any financial underlying
items. Further considerations are provided in IFRS
17. B72-B85 to outline two approaches to set the
discount rate, bottom-up and top-down. In case of
“top down” approach, the yield on a chosen
reference portfolio of assets is adjusted for “default

adjustment” and similarly for the “bottom up”
approach a risk-free yield together with an illiquidity
premium form the discount rate. Depending on the
choice for the discount rates either to follow bottom
up or top-down approach, it will have impact on the
equity and contractual service margin and that in
turn will impact the emergence of the insurance
results and investment results. As an example, a
higher illiquidity premium i.e., higher discount rate
would mean lower best estimate liability and higher
contractual service margin that would likely lead to
higher insurance results and lower investment
results.
Therefore, the right default adjustments and the
illiquidity premium are important for the
smoothness of the results and accordingly it has to
be reflected within the discount rates to be used for
the IFRS 17 reporting purposes.
The premium financing in an insurance funding
arrangement that indirectly influences the expected
cash flows of the liabilities. A group of policies with
premium financing arrangement vs a group of
similar policies but without premium financing
arrangement is likely to show different liquidity
characteristic of the liabilities for the stated
customer’s risks above and hence a different
illiquidity premium may be required for deriving
discount rates in accordance with IFRS 17.36. In
such cases a haircut may be applied to the illiquidity
premium determined for the group without any
premium financing arrangements for the illiquidity
premium for the premium financed policy group.
However, if the lapse assumptions are aligned to
vary by premium financing arrangements then such
need would not arise, and the illiquidity premium
will naturally come out from the corresponding
ALM computations.
The different illiquidity premium would lead to two
distinct set of discount rates for policies grouped
into the similar cohort, so should there be a further
split of the cohort is the question that arises. It can
be determined based on materiality or a simplified
hybrid approach may be adopted.
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Similar challenge arises in case of using a top-down
approach on how to adjust the yield on the reference
portfolio to allow for the details related to the
premium finance arrangements that is relevant to the
characteristic of the insurance contract liabilities
only. In this case the yield on the reference portfolio
after credit default adjustment can be augmented
further by comparing the spread of the lending rate
to the reference portfolio’s corporate spread
assuming that the liability is not adjusted for the
policyholder behaviour triggered by the premium
financing either in a best estimate way and/or
dynamically.

The details mentioned in this article are the
independent view of the writer of this article and not
that of his employers.

Risk based Capital Framework (“RBC”)
In RBC frameworks for the valuation of long-term
liabilities an additional yield is generally allowed to
be added to the risk-free yield curve for discounting
of the liabilities. This additional yield is called the
matching adjustment (“MA”). The use of MA is
justified as the insurers manage separately a
portfolio of MA assets with similar cash flow
characteristics to a portfolio of insurance liabilities
(Matching Liabilities). The insurers can take credit
for the additional return arising from the MA assets
holding till maturity over the ML cash flows that is
closely matched by the asset cash flows from the
MA assets. The use of this MA in the discount rates
in effect reduces the volatility in surplus from
changes in MA asset values due to reasons other
than default and downgrade related. This implicitly
means that this additional premium is an illiquidity
premium earned by holding the MA assets to
maturity that closely matches the ML illiquidity
characteristics. Therefore, the ML cash flows used
for the determination of the MA must be assessed
carefully.
Here, the ML used should appropriately reflect the
illiquidity characteristic in conjunction to the
premium financing arrangement so that the credit
allowed in discount rate through MA is reasonable.
It could be achieved by applying a haircut on the
MA determined on non-premium financed portfolio
or by adjusting the ML further to this risk in the
projection, so that the MA determined is not
aggressive. All in all, we’ll have to ensure prudence
judiciously.

Rahul Khandelwal MSc FIA FIAI FASHK is the Appointed
Actuary of Transamerica Life (Bermuda) Ltd based in Hong Kong.
He carries more than 14 years of experience in life insurance
industry across life and health insurance products spanning across
international markets including Hong Kong.
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We welcome members’ contribution to the “Hong Kong Actuaries” Newsletter,
especially, the Feature Articles and Knowledge Sharing sections. If you have
written any inspiring articles or have read any interesting articles from other
actuarial organisation(s), please feel free to let us know. We will try to reprint the
article(s) in our newsletter to share with our members.

For the above issues, please e-mail your articles or views to Kevin Lee by email at
kevin.lee@live.hk or ASHK Office by email at info@actuaries.org.hk. Publication of
contributions will be at editor’s discretion.
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MARKET UPDATES
MPFA
Revised Mandatory Provident Fund (MPF) Guidelines
The Mandatory Provident Fund Schemes Authority (the Authority) has recently approved the revised Guidelines on
Election for Transfer of Accrued Benefits (Guidelines IV.3).
The Appendix to Annex C to Guidelines IV.3 contains a list of approved trustees and MPF schemes (the List) for
scheme members to elect for the purpose of consolidation of MPF personal accounts. As a result of the change of
name of an MPF scheme from Allianz Global Investors MPF Plan to Manulife RetireChoice (MPF) Scheme, the
List and paragraph 7 of Guidelines IV.3 have been amended to reflect the relevant change and the effective date of
the revised Guidelines (i.e. 9 August 2021).

MPFA
Revised Mandatory Provident Fund (MPF) Guidelines
The Mandatory Provident Fund Schemes Authority (the Authority) has recently approved the following two sets of
revised MPF Guidelines:
1. Guidelines on Annual Statements of Registered Schemes (Guidelines II.4); and
2. Guidelines on Annual Statements of Approved Pooled Investment Funds (Guidelines II.5).
The amendments to Guidelines II.4 and II.5 aim to reflect the proposal of allowing electronic submission of annual
statements of MPF schemes and approved pooled investment funds to the Authority so as to enhance the operational
efficiency of the MPF System.

MPFA
Revised Mandatory Provident Fund (MPF) Guidelines
The Mandatory Provident Fund Schemes Authority (the Authority) has recently approved the revised MPF
Guidelines on MPF Exempted ORSO Schemes – Filing of Annual Report (Guidelines V.10).
Guidelines V.10 have been revised mainly in relation to:
(a) the specification of a new electronic form (i.e. the new Annex B to Guidelines V.10) by the Authority for use by
approved trustees for filing of annual returns in respect of MPF exempted ORSO registered schemes; and
(b) the designation of a new electronic system known as the eORSO Portal by the Authority under the Mandatory
Provident Fund Schemes Ordinance for submission of the new electronic returns by the trustees.
Copies of the revised Guidelines can be downloaded from the Authority’s website at www.mpfa.org.hk. If you
would like to have hard copies of the revised Guidelines, please contact Ms Teresa Lee on 2292 1286.
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EVENTS HIGHLIGHTS
15 - 16 September 2021
ASHK IFRS Seminar 2021
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EVENTS HIGHLIGHTS
8 & 17 July 2021
Joint Regional Seminar 2021
Regional Programme and Hong Kong local Programme

15 October 2021
ASHK Professional Development Seminar 2021: Actuaries 4.0
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UPCOMING EVENTS
28 October 2021

13 December 2021

ASHK Online Professionalism
Seminar

Annual General Meeting

See More

11-12 November 2021

26-28 April 2022

Actuarial Innovation Virtual
Conference 2021

International Actuarial Colloquium
2021 —“Global Pandemic - Beyond
the New Normal”
See More

See More

23 November 2021
ASHK Appointed Actuaries
Symposium
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MEMBERSHIP UPDATE
New Members
Associate
Yu Ting Lau

RGA

Associate [FSA (2016)]

Wales Leung

Insurance Authority

Associate [ASA (2018)]

Ho Yeung Ling

Milliman Hong Kong

Associate [ASA (2018)]

Milliman Hong Kong

Ordinary Student [SOA Student]

Student
Hiu Laam Tsang

Membership Advancement
Fellow
Gion Donat Daniel Piras

PwC

Fellow [FASHK (2021), FSA (2019)]

Siyu Chen

PwC

Fellow [FASHK (2021), FSA (2019)]
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We welcome
corporate advertisements
The ASHK will accept corporate advertisements in the ASHK Newsletter provided
that the advertisements do not detract from the actuarial profession. Acceptance
and positioning of advertisement will be at the editor’s discretion.
File Formats
Advertisers have to supply the artworks which should be created in MS Word/
PowerPoint/JPEG/PDF formats.
Advertising Rate

Full page (A4-size)

One Off

Whole Year

HK$6,000

HK$5,000 each

To advertise, please contact ASHK Office by

Tel: (852) 2147 9168 or
e-mail: info@actuaries.org.hk
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E-mail: kevin.lee@live.hk

Assistant Editors
Amy Chan

E-mail: amy.chan@milliman.com

Donald Chan

E-mail: donald.chan@za.group

Shirley Fong

E-mail: shirley-sy.fong@aia.com

Yohanes Yopie Hartono

E-mail: yopie_hartono@yahoo.com

Mary Kwan

E-mail: mary.kwan@fubon.com

Florence Li

E-mail: fn.li@kpmg.com

CONTRIBUTIONS TO

Hong

Kong

Actuaries

Actuarial Society of Hong Kong’s

Newsletter

Coordinators
Patricia Kum

Tel: (852) 2147 9418
E-mail: patkum@actuaries.org.hk

Mandy Wong

Tel: (852) 2147 9420
E-mail: mandywong@actuaries.org.hk

Chris Lam

Tel: (852) 2147 9168
E-mail: chrislam@actuaries.org.hk

Janet Kwok

Tel: (852) 2147 9419
E-mail: janetkwok@actuaries.org.hk
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10/2021
Volume

Kevin Lee

Autumn

Editor

ACTUARIAL SOCIETY OF HONG KONG’S
Newsletter

Hong Kong Actuaries

Communications Committee

